Writing articles for international publication in peer-reviewed journals in the Humanities & Social Sciences

**TARGET GROUP**  
Postdocs in Humanities & Social Sciences

**TARGET**  
This workshop is designed for scholars in the humanities and social sciences wishing to break into English-language publishing in international peer-reviewed journals. It is designed to improve academic writing skills and to develop researchers’ understanding of how to address an international audience and make a convincing scholarly argument. It includes discussion of how to choose a journal, editors’ criteria, peer review, the production process (and implications for what to submit), and the afterlife of a journal article, focusing particularly on digital publication.

**TOPICS**  
Based on the inside knowledge of an experienced academic publisher, it is designed to develop essential skills in writing articles in order to increase researchers’ chances of placing their work in premium scholarly journals, to the benefit of their academic profile and career prospects.

**TRAINER**  

**VENUE**  
Tagungsstätte Harnack-Haus der MPG, Ihnstraße 16–20, 14195 Berlin  
[www.harnackhaus-berlin.mpg.de](http://www.harnackhaus-berlin.mpg.de)

**FEE**  
The Administrative Headquarter will cover the fees for the speaker. Harnack House charges a delegate rate of 40 Euro per participant and day. This is not included in the costs which are taken over by the Administrative Headquarter and has to be paid by the MPIs. At the harnack house we have a contingent on request from 25.04. to 26.04.2019 under the reservation number MPG122. Please make your reservation under info@harnackhaus-berlin.mpg till Feb, 22.

**NOTES**  
Registration for this seminar starts 01.02.2019!  
Terms and conditions for the participation are included at the end of the brochure.

**MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PEOPLE**  
16

**REGISTRATION AND CANCELLATION**  
Angelika Molkenthin  
angelika.molkenthin@gv.mpg.de
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